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American Indians
Recognizing American Indians in our Culture Now and Then

What are we
Learning?
From the Ohio Standards:
Theme: Regions and People of
the Western Hemisphere

Using Geography, Spatial Skills
and Places and Regions!
For this study, I invite you to search and understand different
ways of living about the American Indians. We will look at
previous American Indians and Current American Indians. I
want you to be able to compare and contrast the different styles
and cultures. I also want you to recognize some of the things
that have lasted and changed over times.
~ Miss Sarah Grace

Search the Pictures
Compare the different
styles and emotions in
these people: (10)

http://blogs.denverpost.com/captured/20
10/11/15/north-american-indianphotographs-by-edward-curtis/2551/

“American Indians developed
unique cultures with many
different ways of life. American
Indian tribes and nations can be
classified into cultural groups
based on geographic and
cultural similarities.”
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Google Earth
Click Here to view a current Apache Indian
Reservation: (4)
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Apache+Culture+Center/@33.7903337,109.9900461,73m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!1m2!2m1!1sApache+Culture+Center!3m1!
1s0x0000000000000000:0xb8da181f108dfdd7?hl=en

Fort Apache Home Page
Here is some more information about the current
Indian Reservation that you just saw! I hope it peaks
your curiosity about the area and how the American
Indian Civilization has existed for a long time! (5)
http://www.fortapachearizona.org

Fort Apache History
Read this article about the ancient history about his
hometown. (6)
http://www.fortapachearizona.org/history/

“The Last of the Sioux”

American Indian Homes

Click this link to watch a video about the past Sioux
Tribe and how they lived in America: (7)

http://www.history.com/topics/native-americanhistory/american-indian-wars/videos

Reflection from the video
This video has a lot of harsh and brutal realities. The
reason that we watch these videos is that they allow us
to understand more of what actually happened to real
people that lived before us. (8)
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Click this link for a brief overview of home
the Indians used to live in:
http://www.ducksters.com/history/native_
american_homes.php
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What has come from American Indians?
Click this link and explore the spider web
graph. This link goes into how the
foundations of American Indians and
shows different ways that we can relate
and understand Indians. (3)

Overall, this virtual field trip has allowed us
to look at many different styles and parts of
American Indian History. Without this part
of history, we would have completely different
lives. It’s interesting to see how we have such a
neat history! I hope you have enjoyed this
study! Please come to me with any questions!

http://home.comcast.net/~DiazStudents/ahist
ory_units_1.htm#UNIT2.1

~ Miss Sarah Grace J

Current American Indians!
White Mountain Apache Reservation:
Eastern Arizona

http://www.
wmat.nsn.us
/fortapachep
ark.htm
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This reservation is
current and we were able
to view the reservation
on our Google earth
visit!

